1.4 million in 1998, 9 a figure expected to continue to grow over the next few years.
Many scholars and environmentalists praise conservation easements. They argue that the availability of servitudes designed to promote not the development but the preservation of land represents a welcome departure from the bulk of American property law doctrine, which they view as unhelpful or even hostile to owners who do not wish to maximize the economic value of their holdings. 10 Because conservation easements involve the transfer of a property right from a landowner to the entity that will hold and enforce the easement, politically conservative analysts have hailed them as an attractive private ordering alternative to traditional command and control 11 See, e.g., Robert Franciosi, Preserving Open Space: the Private Alternative, Goldwater Institute, February 1999. 12 See infra, Part III. 13 See infra, Part II.
14 See Michael Heller, The Boundaries of Private Property, 108 Yale L. J. 1163 (1999) .
Page 4 land use regulation. 11 Best of all, advocates point out, protecting land through the acquisition of a conservation servitude is more cost effective than acquiring the entire bundle of property rights.
Lost in the excitement over the advent of an innovative land preservation technique is an understanding of the fact that conservation easements represent a subtle but important modification in the means used to safeguard the interests of Earth's future inhabitants. Rather than expanding the options available to future generations, conservation easements are designed to restrict them.
In this respect, conservation easements differ from both standard land use regulation and outright purchases of land by nonprofit organizations or governmental entities, the other widely used strategies for restricting development. In the case of these older, more traditional methods, the present generation voluntarily foregoes the benefits of development in an attempt to bestow the benefits of nondevelopment on both present and future generations. These decisions, however, do not seek to bind future generations and can be altered or reversed by regulatory or legislative change or land purchase and sale. Conservation easements, by contrast, impose significant potential costs on future generations by deliberately making nondevelopment decisions hard to change. 12 This means that future generations either will be stuck with the land preservation choices made by their forbearers, which will fail to reflect contemporary cultural values and advances in ecological science, 13 or will have to expend resources to extinguish, or at the very least renegotiate or have declared invalid, the conservation servitudes that constrict their options.
The expenditures required may prove nontrivial, given the potential costs of reassembling fragmented property rights. 14 Some members of the present generation, on the other hand, reap significant benefits from the widespread use of conservation servitudes, including tax breaks and the emotional satisfaction of believing that their land use choices will prove eternal.
This paper examines the growing use of conservation servitudes and argues that their imposition may further the interests of members of the present generation at the expense of future generations. In this paper, I suggest that the popularity of conservation easements can be justified only if one or more of three deeply problematic assumptions is true. The first assumption holds that our policy choices should not take account of the interests of future generations, and that, consequently, we should not worry about the long-term effects of conservation easements. Most members of the present generation reject that view. The second assumption is that our ability to predict the needs and preferences of future generations is so good that we should save them trouble and transaction costs by making a substantial number of land use decisions for them. All available evidence points to the conclusion that our competence does not extend that far. 15 The third assumption is that the present generation represents nature's last chance, because once land is developed, it will never or almost never go back to being undeveloped. Under this assumption, the only way to ensure that future generations have a sufficient supply of undeveloped land is to preserve as much land as possible today, and to construct legal institutions to make it hard to reverse decisions not to develop. But this assumption, too, appears to be incorrect, due both to the lack of long-term effects of much land development and to the instability of the categories of "development" and "preservation." 16 The paper is organized as follows. Part I traces the development of conservation servitudes, and describes the substantial modifications to existing property law that were needed for these new servitudes to be legally binding. Part I also explains why the use of these instruments to conserve land has risen so dramatically, and discusses the benefits available to landowners who agree to place perpetual conservation restrictions on their property. Part II examines the claim that conservation servitudes are desirable because they offer a flexible method of land preservation, and concludes that the flexibility of these instruments is of a limited kind.
Conservation easements are not-and in all probability cannot be-designed to take account of the In addition, Part II suggests that the belief that land development should be regarded as permanent is flawed. Part III explores the ways in which conservation servitudes represent a significant departure from previous land preservation strategies, one that has the curious effect of both expanding and potentially fragmenting the property rights of current landowners. Part III then examines the issue of ameliorating obsolete or ill-advised development restrictions, and describes how the widespread imposition of conservation servitudes will cause future generations to incur transaction costs before they are able to make their own land preservation decisions. Part IV discusses the lessons that can be learned from an examination of conservation easements, and
argues that the problems inherent in conservation easements shed light on the challenges of moving from the "first generation" of environmentalism to the "next generation." Finally, Part IV offers some thoughts on how present generations might take account of the projected needs and preferences of future ones.
I. Land Conservation and the Appeal of Perpetual Restrictions
The belief that present day actions have long-term consequences for the environment engenders a sense of obligation on the part of existing humans to take into account the needs and interests of future ones. 21 See e.g., 1916 Organic Act establishing the National Park Service, quoted in William R. Lowry, The Capacity for Wonder: Preserving National Parks 3 (1994) (stating that NPS is to "conserve the scenery and the natural and historic objects and the wild life..and to provide for the enjoyment of the same in such manner and by such means as will leave them unimpaired for the enjoyment of future generations"). 22 See Roderick Nash, Wilderness and the American Mind 96-107 (Third Edition, 1982) . 23 Report of the Government Accounting Office, March 2000.
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environmentally sensitive lands at times invoke the well-being of the earth itself and its living nonhuman inhabitants as providing sufficient justification for conservation, 20 appeals to the interests of future generations have been a ubiquitous feature of assertions that particular tracts of land are unique and worthy of protection.
21
The movement to preserve unspoiled lands of exceptional value began to gather momentum in the mid-nineteenth century. 22 In 1872, the nation's first national park was established by an Act of Congress setting aside two million acres for Yellowstone National Park, and over the next forty-four years thirteen additional national parks and one nature reserve were created. As of September 1999, the National Park system comprised 77 million acres, federally held forest land contained 155 national forests totaling 153 million acres, and 88 million acres of federally owned land were managed by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service for wildlife conservation. 23 The preservation activities of the national government have been supplemented by the acquisition of land by state and local governments, as well as by the actions of private, nonprofit organizations such as the Sierra Club and the Nature Conservancy.
Until well into the twentieth century, however, the interests in land acquired for conservation purposes were almost invariably fee simple absolutes, or total ownership of the property. The use of a servitude designed to restrict land development was not a viable option, given the stringent restrictions the law of property placed on the creation of nonpossessory estates in land. At common law, courts recognized only three types of servitudes: easements, real covenants, and equitable servitudes. Because conservation servitudes do not fit easily into any of 24 At common law, the majority of easements consist of affirmative rights to enter upon the land of the grantor for a particular purpose. Negative easements, which empower the easement holder to prevent the possessor of the burdened land from engaging in proscribed conduct, do exist, but the common law has traditionally recognized only four types of negative easements (light and air, flow of artificial stream, lateral and subjacent support) and courts have exhibited great reluctance to recognize additional negative easements in the absence of legislative authorization. See Susan French, Toward a Modern Law of Servitudes: Reweaving the Ancient Strands, 55 S. Cal. L. Rev. 1261 Rev. , 1266 Rev. -69 (1982 . Because conservation servitudes restrict the conduct of landowners, but do not fall within the four permissible negative easement categories, traditional common law courts would have been unlikely to have considered them to be easements. Even if such servitudes had been deemed to be easements, they would have faced another hurdle: the reluctance of the common law to enforce easements that were "in gross," meaning held by an individual or organization, rather than "appurtenant," or attached to a specific parcel of land. Conservation servitudes are held in gross, and would therefore run afoul of these restrictions. See Federico Cheever, Denv. L. Rev. Conservation easements bear a greater resemblance to real covenants and equitable servitudes than to easements. However, the variety of arcane and unclear rules surrounding the enforceability of these instruments would, in the opinion of a number of commentators, jeopardize the enforcement of conservation easements. For one thing, conservation easements are unlikely to satisfy the "touch and concern" requirement. The practical impact of the unavailability of conservation servitudes was that property owners who favored conservation could elect not to develop their land, but had no authority to impose permanent restrictions on development that would bind subsequent holders of the land.
Instead, owners (both public and private) of unique properties were limited to acting as stewards, caring for the land to the best of their knowledge and capabilities until the time came to turn over their property to the next group of caretakers. Under this system, each generation was empowered to make its own decisions regarding which lands to protect and what societal goals to promote.
To be sure, individuals who endorsed preservation no doubt envisaged and hoped that particular tracts of land would remain in a pristine state forever, but the practical effect of preservation was to expand, not contract, the preservation options available in the future. 28 Having the government acquire only a nonpossessory interest, instead of the entire "bundle" of property rights, suited both the conveying property owner and the governmental entity.
The owner could continue to live on the property while receiving compensation for the transferred servitude, while the government had only to expend resources for the property rights it wanted.
Problems with conservation servitudes soon surfaced, however, as a number of subsequent purchasers of burdened property claimed the restrictions were not legally binding on them.
29
The solution to the problem of the dubious legality of conservation servitudes was clear: 30 For example, while all conservation statutes permit the imposition of restrictions on the landowner, a number fail to expressly sanction the enforcement of affirmative obligations. At the core of the appeal of conservation easements is the promise of perpetual protection.
Press reports stress that conservation easements protect land forever, 32 and information disseminated by land trusts assures landholders that through conservation easements they can render their land usage decisions permanent. 33 The rhetoric on this point is pervasive and unnuanced. Today's landowners, it is suggested, together with the institutions that purchase and accept for donation conservation servitudes, are capable of making long-term land preservation decisions, and can and should identify particular parcels of land as deserving of perpetual of Habitat Conservation: Lessons from an Analysis of Easement Acquisitions, 19 Stan. Envtl. L.J. 209 (2000) (noting that the terms of the typical conservation easement include a "detailed enumeration of land uses that are prohibited by the agreement," and that if future development is permitted, "allowances for development tend to be specifically delineated"); Pingree Forest Partnership, The Pingree Forest Easement: A Summary (available at www.neforestry.org) (summarizing the terms of the proposed easement, which are to include: no subdivisions of the burdened property into tracts of less than 1000 acres; restrictions on any expanded residential, commercial or industrial use of the property; and "no more than one percent" of the burdened land "in active gravel use at any one time").
35 See e.g., Julie Ann Gustanski, Protecting the Land: Conservation Easements, Voluntary Actions, and Private Lands in Protecting the Land: Conservation Easements Past, Present and Future (Julie Ann Gustanski and Roderick H. Squires, eds. 2000). 36 A small number of property owners do not obtain significant compensation, usually because their incomes and estates are insufficient for the available tax benefits to be of much value.
37 See John P. Dwyer and Peter S. Menell, Property Law and Policy: A Comparative Institutional Perspective 754 (1998) (noting that "the popularity of conservation easements is sensitive to the availability of tax benefits for such grants").
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protection. As a result, the present generation has the right, perhaps even the duty, to engage in long-range conservation planning through the imposition of conservation easements that spell out (often in considerable detail) permissible land uses. 34 What is more, perpetual preservation should not be restricted to a small number of lands of paramount environmental or aesthetic value, but should instead have the potential to extend to a significant percentage of the nation's land.
35
Property owners have responded to conservation easements with enthusiasm. Many landowners are delighted by the notion that the land they have formed emotional attachments to will remain as they know and love it. The motivation of property holder who embrace conservation servitudes, however, are not entirely, or even primarily, altruistic. In exchange for the conveyance of conservation servitudes, landowners receive either outright compensation in the form of payment or indirect compensation in the form of tax benefits. 36 In fact, the popularity of the use of conservation easements as a viable tool for land preservation has been fueled by the availability of substantial tax advantages. 37 While federal law provides that, in general, a donor of property must convey her entire interest in order to claim a deduction for a charitable contribution
Page 12 on her income tax, 38 there is an exception for partial interests in real estate that meet the requirements for a qualified conservation interest, defined by applicable regulations as "an interest in real estate given in perpetuity for the purposes of land preservation, public education or recreation, protection of a natural habitat, preservation of open space, or furthering government conservation policy." 39 Other significant federal tax benefits include reductions in estate taxes for certain property owner whose wills provide for the donation of a conservation easement. 40 In addition, because conservation easements generally reduce the fair market value of land, their use can reduce state and local property taxes assessed against the property.
41
The great advantage of conservation servitudes, advocates of their widespread use maintain, is their flexibility. 42 In several pivotal respects, this claim is correct, for conservation easements are enviably malleable, affording contracting parties a wide variety of options.
Landowners need not choose between selling or donating the entire fee simple or retaining all the rights associated with their property, but instead have a range of intermediate choices.
Government agencies have an important new tool with which to hammer out private agreements with the owners of environmentally sensitive property, affording them an alternative to traditional regulation. As the twenty-first century begins, the future of conservation servitudes appears bright. 
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States Fish and Wildlife Service enter into under the Endangered Species Act. At first glance, then, expanding the roster of permissible servitudes to include conservation easements appears to be a good idea, one that will continue to yield environmental benefits for the foreseeable future.
II. Flexibility and the Constant of Change
The fact that conservation servitudes offer flexibility to the parties who are initially involved in their negotiation, however, does not mean that their flexibility is infinite. As with any long-term agreement, the flexibility of a conservation easement is constrained by the imagination of its drafters. Fundamental to the idea of conservation easements is the conviction that present generations should divide up the property rights to parcels of land worthy of conservation in order to constrain forever the acceptable uses of the property. But the assumption that the present generation is competent to engage in perpetual land planning reflects a bounded conception of the changes that are likely to occur in nature itself, scientific knowledge, and, last but certainly not least, cultural attitudes. Indeed, there is a certain irony in the fact that the number of acres under conservation easement has been growing rapidly at a time when old models of natural and cultural stability have begun to give way to more dynamic ones.
A. Changes in Nature
The notion that the natural world is essentially in balance has an old and distinguished lineage in the history of western thought. In ancient Greece, Parmenides taught that change was impossible, and over the course of the next two millennia mankind displayed a fascination with the idea of the immutable and eternal. 43 Until recently, ecological science accepted the tenets of the "homeostasis" model, whereby the equilibria between living organisms and their surroundings are "maintained by factors that resist change in the system as a whole." humans from upsetting these delicate harmonies. In the words of Aldo Leopold's often quoted dictum: "A thing is right when it tends to preserve the integrity, stability and beauty of the biotic community; it is wrong when it tends otherwise." 45 Even in ancient times, however, the idea of equilibrial nature had competition.
Parmenides' great rival, Heraclitus, argued that impermanence, not constancy, was the order of the cosmos. 46 Over the past two decades, the Heraclitian perspective has emerged triumphant, as the conviction that nature is in a constant state of flux has displaced the formerly dominant homeostatic vision. 47 As Michael Soule explains, "living Nature is not equilibrial, at least not on a scale that is relevant to the persistence of species... Current ecological thinking argues that nature at the level of local biotic assemblages has never been homeostatic. 55 See Gretchen C. Daily, Developing a Scientific Basis for Managing Earth's Life Support Systems, Conservation Ecology 3 (2): 14 (1999) (describing the need for "the establishment of standard metrics and systematic monitoring of the magnitude and rates of change of human impacts on ecosystems" and observing that "in a number of discussions, I have found my economist colleagues appalled at how little systematic monitoring there is in ecology"). 56 See Sahotra Sarka, Wilderness Preservation and Biodiversity Conservation: Keeping Divergent Goals Distinct, Bioscience, May 1999 (concluding that not only can wilderness preservation not serve as a surrogate for biodiversity conservation, the two "may be in conflict"). of climactic fluctuations and interspecies competition. The popularity of easements designed to shield farms and ranches from development pressures provide another example, for the contracting parties appear to assume that farming and ranching activities will continue to be a feasible, not to mention desirable, use of the land for the foreseeable future.
54

B. Advances in Scientific Knowledge
Knowledge regarding many aspects of the earth's ecology is in its infancy. In fact, humans are not even at the point of collecting adequate information on important matters such as the magnitudes and rates of ecosystem change that result from human activities. 55 As scientific knowledge grows, we will gain a fuller understanding of how ecosystems function, enabling us to Page 17 future generations to want to convert such lands to other uses, so as to lessen detrimental environmental impacts. Consequently, today's land preservation "hierarchy," in which the intangible value of lands is regarded as a function of the magnitude of human involvement, with uncut forest superior to agricultural fields, which in turn are preferable to apartment houses and shopping arcades, might be overturned.
The modest level of current ecological understanding suggests that even if we could justify making land use decisions for future generations, we lack the technical competence to do so. In view of the leaps in knowledge that are anticipated, it makes sense to design legal regimes that have the capacity to incorporate such knowledge. The ability of many conservation servitudes to do is in serious doubt, because of the danger that their fundamental purpose will turn out to be misguided.
C. Transformations of Cultural Values
Although scientific knowledge can guide land use and preservation decisions, human cultural values will in the end determine the contours of land regulation. As Eric Freyfogel 63 See also Alison Byerly, The Uses of Landscape: the Picturesque Aesthetic and the National Park System, in The Eco-Criticism Reader (J. Baird Caldicott, ed. 199?) (noting that "the essential goal" of the policies outlined by the Leopold report was that "the park appear to be a natural wilderness..the park must sustain the illusion of a natural, primeval state" so as to "emblematize a vanished past, presenting a perfect picture of the lost American wilderness"). 64 Georgia Environmental Policy Institute, A Landowner's Guide to Conservation Easements for Natural Resource Protection 2.
65 See e.g., Marin County, San Luis Obispo.
Page 18 landscape became a source of wonder and inspiration. 61 Changes in cultural values will not, in all probability, simply be a matter of aesthetics.
What today appear to be self-evidently correct conservation goals may strike later generations as absurd or even offensive. In 1963, the Leopold Report to the United States Secretary of the Interior recommended that "as a primary goal..the biotic associations" within each national park "be maintained, or where necessary recreated, as nearly as possible in the condition that prevailed when the area was first visited by the white man. A national park should represent a vignette of primitive America."
62 From the vantage point of the beginning of the twenty-first century, only one generation later, the Leopold report appears outdated, even ludicrous, for its implicit endorsement of the then widely prevalent belief restoring a that "uncivilized" humans were part of nature, while the "white man" stood apart from nature.
63
Conservation easements embody the shared cultural attitudes of the contracting landowner and the easement holder, and identify particular landscape features such as "riverfront land, wildlife habitat, farmland, woods and creeks, productive forests, scenic vistas, historic sites, and urban gardens" for permanent protection. 64 As time passes, many of the purposes of existing easements will become as obsolete the recommendations offered by the Leopold Report. Indeed, one can argue that easements designed to preserve landscapes of small-scale farming 65 The availability of conservation servitudes affords flexibility at the initial stage, when land use restrictions are put into place. But achieving flexibility by dividing up the property rights associated with a piece of land detracts from flexibility in later time periods. When all the property rights associated with a piece of land remain with a single owner, that owner retains the ability to respond to change promptly and effectively. For an owner who has voluntarily chosen to conserve his land, being the sole holder of the rights allows him to adjust his behavior to take 69 See e.g., Natural Lands Trust, The Conservation Easement: A Flexible Tool for Family Planning (endorsing conservation easements on the grounds they "can reduce the potential for disagreement over future uses when lands are passed on to the next generation").
Page 20 account of new information, as well as his evolving preferences. Unlike the owner of property subject to conservation servitudes, who is bound by contractual obligations and must in many instances enter into negotiations with the easement holder in order to change his land conservation practices, these holders are not constrained by an earlier vision of how the land should be preserved. In the case of an owner on whom land preservation has been imposed as the result of government action, the single owner can attempt to have the restrictions modified or eliminated through participating in the political process. The owner of a property burdened by a conservation easement, by contrast, has a greatly reduced capacity to react to change.
This reduction of flexibility is deliberate, for conservation servitudes can achieve their goals if and only if the future options of owners of burdened land are constrained. Without the power to shape the land use choices of future generations, conservation servitudes would be meaningless, for in the future landowners could simply choose not to abide by the restrictions, without fear of reprisals. In sum, the justification for conservation servitudes as a land preservation technique is based on the conclusion that flexibility is a good thing when enjoyed by present day landowners, but a bad thing to make available to future owners. 69 This determination to erect roadblocks against future development of lands viewed by the present generation as possessing conservation value may spring from an assumption that the land uses that we regard as "development" are completely or largely irreversible, in contrast to the land uses now grouped together under the category of "preservation." Under this theory, once a piece of land is "developed," it will never or almost never return to a state worthy of preservation, while "preserved" land can always be developed later. If this is true, the supply of "undeveloped" land is continually shrinking, and conservation easements will often serve as the final bulwark against encroaching development. The trouble with this idea, however, is that Only at the ends of the preservation/development spectrum is it likely that there will be a significant level of stability. The nation's designated wilderness areas are unlikely to be labeled "developed," just as lands that have suffered environmental damage that is not susceptible to remediation are unlikely to be regarded as "undeveloped." But these examples should not distract attention from the vast bulk of lands that fall in the middle of the spectrum, and can reasonably be thought of as belonging to either category. How future generations classify land uses, after all, will almost certainly be in part a function of their anticipated environmental effects. As more is understood about the impacts, both short term and long term, of dedicating land to farming, ranching, golf courses, houses, apartment buildings, commercial and industrial purposes, and other uses, perceptions about how best to characterize these uses will shift. In fact, it is conceivable that the categories of "development" and "preservation" will themselves become obsolete, to be replaced by groupings that reflect a more nuanced view of possible land uses.
Moreover, even if these categories do continue to be used and are stable, tracts of land would still migrate from one category to another. Meadows are routinely converted into strip malls, but strip malls can converted back to meadows, too. Even lands degraded by industrial or agricultural uses can be, in some cases, rehabilitated in order to provide lands for the promotion of biodiversity. 70 It is tempting for modern humans to imagine, like Shelley's Ozymandius, that their works will endure forever, but history teaches otherwise. Stone structures erected by the Romans have sunk into European fields, once booming mining towns in the American west are now ghost towns, and disintegrating urban neighborhoods are plowed under to make way for new construction or even city parks. Of course, the amount of time required to erase signs of previous human activity will vary, depending on the nature of the land, the type and magnitude of human development and the technologies available to future generations. What is important to bear in mind is that reversing the "development" of the present generation to make way for the "preservation" of future generations will not necessarily be harder or more expensive than replacing today's "preservation" with future "preservation."
In planning for the future, humans engage in two distinct forms of prognostication. Not only do they try to predict the future consequences of present actions, they formulate predictions about future preferences for these consequences. 71 But individuals encounter trouble predicting their own responses to future events, which calls into question how accurate guesses about the needs and preferences of future generations are likely to be. 72 All available evidence militates for the conclusion that not only will members of future generations prefer different land use restrictions, they will have good reasons for doing so. As a result, the present generation should recognize that our wilderness is unlikely to be their wilderness, and give serious attention to what will happen when (not if) our determinations about what is worth expending resources to preserve or protect are revisited.
III. Amending and Terminating Conservation Easements
To understand fully why future generations may have to incur substantial costs in order to make their own conservation choices, one must recall how American property law has traditionally limited the ways in which property owners can divide up their estates in land. 73 Conservation easements work their "magic" 76 precisely through this fragmentation of rights: plenary control over the property no longer resides with a single entity, but is split up, with the owner retaining rights to possess and exclude, and the holder of the easement acquiring rights to prevent specified uses of the property. Moreover, conservation easements not only involve the fragmentation of property rights, but fragmentation in pursuit of new objectives, for conservation easements promote goals far more ambitious than those of the traditional common law servitudes of easements, real covenants and equitable servitudes. Over the course of five centuries, nonpossessory rights in property evolved as a means of regulating relationships among neighbors and within communities. The earliest and simplest sorts of servitudes created rights of way and restricted activities on neighboring lands that had the potential to pose nuisances. 77 In the twentieth century, servitudes began to be used as planning devices to maintain the character of commercial Preservation Easement Programs 130 (Janet Diehl and Thomas S. Barrett, eds. 1988) (asserting, in an effort to allay concerns expressed by landowners that the extensive implementation of conservation servitudes might harm communities if insufficient land becomes available for institutions such as hospitals and schools, that "conservation easements granted to run in perpetuity can be terminated by several methods, and in a variety of circumstances"). balance not be so sanguine, and have pointed out a number of the difficulties that might arise with respect to the termination and modification of conservation easements.
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A. Alienation of Easements
In general, easements are extinguished through the doctrine of merger if the owner of the burdened property buys or is given the easement. 85 In the case of an ordinary easement, such as one landowner's right to drive across the property of his neighbor, the availability of alienation means that should the arrangement no longer suit the landowners affected, the easement will come to an end. 86 This straightforward method of extinguishing a servitude through transfer to the owner of the burdened estate, however, is precluded --or at least rendered more problematic--by the express terms of numerous conservation easements, which strictly limit the parties to whom the easement may be transferred. The standard form easements distributed by private land trusts generally stipulate that the benefits of the easement are assignable only to specified organizations, namely government agencies and qualified nonprofit firms that intend to enforce the terms of the easement in perpetuity. 90 See Jerry Mashaw, Greed, Chaos and Governance: Using Public Choice to Improve Public Law (1998) (summarizing evidence that environmental organizations function as an interest group promoting the welfare of its members, rather than the public interest).
Page 26 restricting alienation attempts to prevent the owner of the burdened land from defeating the easement's purpose by reacquiring it. In short, prohibitions on alienation are intended to ensure that fragmentations of property rights persist. Absent prohibitions on alienability, a landowner would have an incentive to try to purchase the easement for any amount up to the difference between what the value of her land would be unburdened by the easement and its value subject to the easement.
The extent to which restrictions on alienation of conservation servitudes will prove enduring is open to question, in light of the frosty reception that courts tend to accord limitations on the free alienability of interests in land. 88 Although blanket restrictions on alienation tend to be struck down, courts have permitted restrictions on alienation that are limited in time and scope.
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Even if restrictions on alienation are held unenforceable, however, it is not clear under what circumstances the easement and underlying property will be reunited. Holders of conservation easements are not private entities, who can be reasonably expected to pursue the objective of maximizing their wealth, and whose behavior is therefore fairly predictable. Nonprofit organizations and governmental entities will pursue their own agendas, which will be in large part a function of the interests and preferences of their respective constituencies, and may or may not coincide with broader societal interests. 90 Moreover, even if a mutually satisfactory transfer eventually occurs, the parties involved will incur transaction costs to reunite the fragmented property rights.
B. Agreements Between the Parties to Modify or Terminate the Easement
Conservation easements can, of course, be terminated or modified through the mutual agreement of the parties. But here again, conservation servitudes differ in crucial respects from (Janet Diehl and Thomas S. Barrett, eds. 1988) ("When the terms of an easement are negotiated," both parties should consider "these provisions as unchangeable...No organization or property owner should ever agree to a conservation easement with the idea that its terms will be changed later"). 93 See e.g., Neb. Rev. Stat. 76-2,113; N.J. Stat. Ann. 13:8B-6.
Page 27 other servitudes. First and foremost, clauses that facilitate the amendment or termination of the conservation easement can have the unfortunate effect of jeopardizing the easement grantor's tax deductions. 91 As with alienation of easements, if modification and termination is cheap and easy, a landowner may be able to take advantage of the offered tax deductions, and then enter into negotiations to regain the very property right she was compensated for surrendering. Such modifications or terminations could result in a "windfall" for the property owner. In consequence, amendment of conservation servitudes is regarded in many quarters as an unusual step, rather than as a normal and understandable response to inevitable changes. 92 Moreover, in several states, conservation easements cannot be terminated by mutual agreement without some form of public approval. 
C. Changed Circumstances and Termination and Modification by Judicial Action
In addition to agreements between the parties, conservation servitudes can be effectively modified or terminated by courts, who have broad equitable powers to decline to enforce servitudes. The most likely grounds for nonenforcement of a conservation servitude is the doctrine of changed circumstances, also known as the doctrine of changed conditions. The doctrine of changed conditions is easy to state: a covenant is unenforceable if conditions have so changed since its inception that "it is no longer possible to secure in substantial measure the benefits Tension between present and future property owners is, of course, inherent in the concept of property. As Robert Gordon observes, "the freedom to do anything one likes with property implies the freedom to create restraints on it, and thus to bind one's own hands or the hands of one's transferees." 98 In practice, of course, the law has never given owners free rein to create whatever restraints they please, and have frowned on most efforts of property owners to restrict the future use or disposition of their property. 99 
IV. Conservation Easements and the Next Generation of Environmental Policy
Conservation servitudes provide a cautionary case study of the challenges of moving beyond the "first generation" 102 of environmental policy. Initially, environmentalism concentrated on alleviating imminent harms to identifiable individuals, generally through command and control regulation imprecisely tailored to the problems at hand. These early environmental measures achieved some impressive successes, including substantial reduction of urban air pollution and the restoration of fish and other wildlife to rivers. But the techniques of the "first generation" are not suited to addressing all environmental problems. Over the past decade, numerous policy makers, scientists, economists, ethicists and community members have begun to think about how the "next generation" of environmental policy can craft solutions to problems relating to the protection of biodiversity, the prevention of global warming, and the preservation of nature. 103 Growing comprehension of the complexity and interconnectedness of the natural world has convinced many that to be successful, the next generation of environmental policy must "move beyond the regulatory and organizational barriers that single-media, single-species, singlesubstance and single life cycle stage approaches created to a more holistic and longer-term consideration of environmental threats." 104 In addition, there is strong support for exploring the feasibility of property rights-based solutions, which are viewed as attractive because they promote environmental values by harnessing the forces of self-interest to encourage the efficient use of resources, rather than by using the power of the state to coerce individuals and institutions. 105 Conservation servitudes contain elements of both these approaches. Because their duration is meant to be perpetual, conservation servitudes promise to save nature--or at least selected pieces of nature --for some period of time that extends far beyond the immediate future. Moreover, the protections they confer are accomplished through transfers of rights, not government fiat. But bridging the gap between appealing ideas and effective solutions is far from easy.
A. Long-Term Solutions and Future Generations
For many policy makers, the concept of crafting long-term solutions to environmental problems exerts an undeniable pull. After all, many known or suspected environmental hazards may cause significant problems decades, centuries or millennia from now, and one could argue that members of the present generation would be remiss if they failed to take these potential consequences into account. 106 But the difficulties of promoting the interests of future generations as well as present ones are enormous, perhaps even insurmountable. Even if we are convinced by the controversial argument that humans who are temporally separated from us merit the same level of concern as those who are geographically removed from us,weight to effects on our own descendants...We ought to be equally concerned about the probable effects of our acts whether these will occur in one, one hundred or a thousand years").
108 See Public Choice literature.
109 See Daniel Farber, Eco-Pragmatism 178 (1999). Notes Farber: "It is tempting to think that now we finally understand environmental risks and need only find appropriate solutions. The reality is that we are faced with a high degree of uncertainty." 113 See Terry L. Anderson and Donald R. Leal, Free Market Environmentalism (1991) (arguing that a "system of well-specified property rights to natural resources" imposes a discipline on resource users "because the wealth of the resource user is at stake if bad decisions are Page 33 correct can no longer be dismissed as the inevitable hubris of each generation, but instead should be recognized as a potential source of harm.
Finally, there remains the question of how many choices present generations ought to try to make for their descendants, even in the face of sincerely held convictions that the choices are good ones. In assuming that the influence of present generations should extend well beyond their lifetimes, advocates of conservation servitudes have departed from the more modest ambitions of earlier land preservation efforts:
namely, to take good enough care of the Earth to pass it on to the next generation with a clear conscience. Regardless of what the actual longevity of most conservation easements turns out to be, it is notable that many of today's environmentalists endorse the concept of perpetual preservation, in spite of its departure from the idea that present generations should strive to expand, not reduce, the preservation options available to future generations. 110 As yet, no satisfactory justification has been offered for the assumption that the salvation of nature can and should be accomplished by the land use choices made today.
B. Property Rights
Although property rights and environmental protection are sometimes regarded as being "at loggerheads" with each other, 111 a system of well functioning property rights can promote environmental goals. 112 For one thing, the owner of a resource has incentives not to mismanage or neglect his property, because he will internalize the consequences of doing so. 113 One need only look to the environmental damage done to the former Soviet republics and eastern bloc countries for evidence of the detrimental consequences of the absence of clearly defined private property rights.
To be effective, however, property rights based approaches must be designed with care, for more property rights are not necessarily better. 114 Conservation servitudes make use of property rights to achieve preservation goals, but in doing so engineer the fragmentation of the rights associated with a particular tract of land, thereby reducing flexibility for later landowners.
In essence, conservation easements ensure that a given tract of land will not have a single owner, thereby foregoing the powerful advantages of single ownership. In structuring property rights regimes, planners should take account of the dangers of permitting multiple parties to have property rights in the same resource. The point is that achieving environmental goals through property rights strategies is not a panacea, and that the details of the particular property rights involved will make the difference between success and failure.
V. Conclusion
The preservation of nature has long been a primary goal of the environmental movement. 115 Achieving this objective is complicated, however, by the fact that both nature itself and the meaning of preservation are constantly changing. The challenge for the next generation of environmental policy is to design institutions and strategies that take account of the instability of ecological knowledge and cultural values. From this perspective, the extensive use of perpetual restrictions on land use as a conservation strategy looks far from promising. A heavy reliance on conservation servitudes makes sense if today's decision makers are capable of specifying which lands merit permanent protection and correct in striving to impose current land preservation preferences on the future. Neither proposition bears scrutiny, given our anemic powers of prediction and our inability to justify our wish that future generations share our aesthetic and ecological values.
The embryonic state of current ecological science, along with the near impossibility of predicting future preferences, raises serious questions about the usefulness of long-term restrictions on land. Members of the present generations may be forced to conclude that their nature cannot be saved, because the natural world as they know it will not exist indefinitely.
Instead, the best strategy may be to make sensible land use decisions and trust future decision makers to do the same. Such an approach would compel today's preservationists to abandon the illusion that they can save nature through restricting the options of future generations. Their descendants, however, might thank them.
